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1 TER;\IS OF REFERENCE

In accordance with C. Res. 199712:18 ajoint session between the Working Group on Fisheries Acoustics Science and
Technology and Working Group on Fishing Technology and Fish Dehaviour met under the chairmanship of Mr J. Masse
(lFREMER, France) in La Corufia, Spain, 24 April 1998 to:

a) review the progress of the steering group established to consider how to improve the design of trawls used for
biological sampling during acoustic surveys and the use of sampling data in the estimation of biomass;

b) to consider the effect of fish behaviour on stock assessment.

2 MEETING AGENDA AND APPOINT;\IENT OF RAPPORTEUR

The chairman opened the meeting and Dr P. Fernandes of the Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen, UK, was appointed as
rapporteur. The following agenda was adopted:

I. Session on CUTTent research on fish behaviour related to fishing and survey operations;

2. Session discussing the report of the Steering Group established to consider how to improve the gears used in acoustic
surveys to obtain biological sampies and the use of sampling data in the estimation of biomass.

3. Discussion.

4. Recommendations.

3 SESSION ON CURRENT RESEARCH ON FISH UEIL\VIOUR RELATING TO FISIIING AND SURVEY
OPERATIONS

3.1 R, :\lITSON. Design and noise performance of new Scottish research vessel

The new Scottish research vesscl "Scotia" is the first vessel to be built according to the noise specilications
recommended by ICES as outlined in Mitson et al. (199?). Signilicant noise reduction measures were taken to meet the
specifications in the report; in fact the build contract specilied the recommended noise level be reduced by a further 6
dB at frequencies up to I kHz (hearing range of fish). The vesscl has three diesel engines which develop 3900 h.p. and a
dropped keel is employed for the deployment of acoustic transducers. Noise measurements were made as part of the con
tract at a military test facility. Measurements at 10.7 knots revealed that the specification had been met. A small noise
hump was measured at 200 Hz due to the blower motor and so this component is to be replaced. At higher speeds the
noise levels were elevated due to slight singing of the propeller, but overall levels were maintained below
recommendations. The noise levels compare favourably with those of another reasonably new and quiet vessel - the
Fridtjof Nansen. At higher speed there is also increased levels at the higher frequencies (1O's of kHz) which are beyond
those recommended. However, the recommended levels are based on the transducer being 15 m from the propeller
whereas on "Scotia" this distance is actually 45 m. Noise levels were further elevated during trawling but were not as
bad as expected levels which typically can be as much as 25 dD.

3.2 G. ARNOLD. Availability and accessibility of demersal fish to survey gears: Population-wide patterns of
beha"iour

The use of transponding acoustic tags has proved to be a superior technique to that of video for the study of fish
behaviour. The Centre for Environment Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) have deployed a total of 303 tags
on plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) in the southern North Sea: 50 of these have since been recovered, providing almost
2500 days of data. Preliminary analysis of data from 15 tags has been carried out. The first tags recorded only
temperature and pressure every 10 minutes and lasted approximately nine months. However, the track of the fish can be
reconstructed using tidal models and appropriate cOTTections for lish velocities. Analysis of pressure data revealed
distinct patterns of behaviour linking vertical movement to both tidal and diurnal cycles. These behavioural patterns can
be summarised in acotgram plots, which display the average vertical position for the 15 fish for each day. The fish are
active when vertically migrating into pelagic water (vertical movement takes approximately half an hour) ....here they use
tidal streams to augment their horizontal movement. Circadian patterns were dominant in mid-wintcr with the fish only
active at night. In late winter activity was predominantly Iinked to the tide; at first both by day and night, and later in the
season only by night. In spring very little activity was evident at all and by June the fish remain on the bottom. This



seasonal pattern ean havc obvious and signifieant effeets on the availability of fish to bottom trawls during surveys. The
results obtained to date indieate that the best time to perform these is in summer (whieh is, fortunately, when the surveys
are earried out).

New tags eurrently being deployed are smaller, eheaper, eontain more memory and ineorporate a light sensor whieh
provides more information on loeation. They reeord data every four minutes amI should last from 15 months to two
years (1.5 MB). An EC program aims to deploy 500 of these tags on plaiec, eod and rays in thc middlc of the North Sea
to investigate whether these fish use thc tidal stream in the same way. Of the 350 tags released last winter, 21 have been
retrieved to date. The eost ofthese tags is US$ 1000 and eurrently they are approximately 55 x 16 mm, although smaller
tags are under development as part of the same EC projeet.

3.3 p~ G. FERNANDES. A spatial anal,)'sis of trawl sampling "ariability in thc 1995 North Sea lIerring acoustie
surny

Trawl data from seven surveys, taken from the 1995 North Sea herring acoustic survey, were analysed to investigate the
spatial variability of herring length distributions. A trend was evident in the spatial distribution of mean length of
herring, whieh was eonfirmed by a linear fit to the variogram of mean length. A new tool, termed the KS-ogram, is
introduced. This is a eross between the variogram and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and aims to describe the spatial
structure of length distributions. The KS-ogram was modelied with a geostatistical nugget and an exponential model,
using a semi-automatie weighted least squares fit, restricted to have a siIl equal to l. The difference between the KS
ogram from trawls within surveys (intraship KS-ogram) and that from trawls between surveys (intership KS-ogram) was
smalI. This implies that the difference in length distributions generated from trawling with different vessels is small
compared to other faetors contributing to the natural variability of length. One of these principal factors is related to the
vertical distribution: length distributions were more alike at similar and deeper depths. Increased variability in length
distributions at the surface ties in with some of the known biological characteristics of this and other species of fish.

3.4 M. ßARANGE. Thc innuencc of wind on the nrtical distribution of deep water lIake: how to eombine
acoustics and bottom trawl

Fishermen operating in the hake fishery of the south west cost of South Africa have long known that catches diminish
following a south-easterly wind. To investigate this phenomenon an eight day eombined acoustic and bottom trawl
survey was condueted in the area. Three distinct episodes were observed during the course of the survey. At the start of
the survey the wind was norther1y, average catches were approximately one ton of hake and fish traees were detected in
a strong scattering layer elose to the bottom; a small area of less oxygenated water was prcsent at the bottom also. After
two days the winds ehanged to south-easter1y, eatches were reduced by an order of magnitude and the scattering layer
had risen off the bottom; the area of water eontaining less oxygen had expanded vertically. Three days later the wind had
dropped, the fish had returned to the bottom and catehes were up again. Current meter measurements indicate that the
vertieal extent of the low oxygen water elose to the bottom is dependant on the poleward current the extent of which
varies with the strength of south-easterly winds~ This in turn inOuences the vertical distribution of fish and is, therefore,
a elear example wherc aeoustie techniques may bc used to correct for any bias duc to a ehange in availability to the
trawl. :

3.5 O. R. GODO. Suryey eatchability of north·east Arctie eod and haddock rclated to varying abundance of
ca'pelin

The tuning process in Virtual Population Analyses (VPA) assurnes that survey catehability is constant over time. This
paper investigates this assumption for the Norwegian north-east Aretie eod and haddock stocks. The investigation is
based on the hypothesis that when eapelin is present in substantial amounts, the bottom trawl survey reOects a lower
proportion of the cod stoek compared to when the capelin stock is low. When capelin is abundant, eod may feed more
extensively in the pclagie zone out of reach of the bottom trawl. Conversely, the opposite is expected for the acoustic
survey data and no trend is expeeted on haddock, because it is not so dependant on eapelin for food. Catchabilities were
ealculated from VPA and survey estimates of eod and haddoek abundance, assuming thc VPA to represent actual stock
numb7rs,' Capelin abundance was estimated from an acoustic survey.

Thc eatehability of the bottom trawl survcy tends to bc low when eapelin abundanee is high (thc variation in eapelin
stock explains 70 % of the variability of bottom trawl catehability), however, thc effect for the acoustic survey is more
randorn (5 %). The trend in haddock eatchability is similar but much less pronouneed (capelin biomass explains Iess
than 10 % of thc variability in all eases). The random effect observed in thc aeoustie survey eomparison may bc partly
due to recent improvements in acoustie methodology and party due to the reduction in detection of eod in eapelin layers.
It is suggested that in future catchability coefficients are calculated according to estimates of capclin biomass.
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3.6 R. KLOSER. The use of acoustic bottom discriminators in ground surveys

Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) uses acoustic techniques to c1assify
bottom habitat types in waters between 20 and 200 m depth. A number of techniques are available off the shelf for
botlom type recognition. Roxanne is one such example: it uses the tail of the first echo to provide an index of roughness
and the whole of second echo as an index of bottom hardness. This and other methods require ground truthing. The data
should also be checked for biases duc to aeration and background noise (which is particularly problematic for roxanne).
CSIRO collect acoustic data from the Simrad EKSOO echosounder and run their own algorithms corrected for such
biases. As there is often a good relationship between ground type and fish abundance the decisions on where trawling
should take place could be assisted by an accurate bottom discriminator. The group was reminded that in exceptionally
calm weather the ship itself could provide an echo just below the bottom which will add to the perceived hardness.

4 J. MASSE. REPORT OF THE STEERING GROUP TO CONSIDER HOW TO IMPROVE THE GEARS
USED IN ACOUSTIC SURVEYS TO OßTAIN ßlOLOGICAL SAMPLES AND THE USE OF
SAMPLING DATA IN THE ESTIMATION OF ßlOMASS

4.1 Investigation rcsults

In lune 1997 a questionnaire was sent to all FfFB and FAST members in an attempt 10 collect data on trawling gear and
procedures from those actively involved in acoustic surveys. After two follow-up letters, 25 respondents expressed their
interest in the joint session objectives. However, only six institutes provided complete answers to the questionnaire:

- IML (Canada)
ORSTOM (France)

- INRA (France)
- IMR (Sweden)

MLA (Scotland)
- AFSC (USA)
From personal knowledge and discussions during the Planning Group for Pelagic Acoustic Surveys in ICES Sub-areas
VIII and IX data was made available from a further 3 institutes: .

- IFREMER (France)
IEO (Spain)

- IPIMAR (Portugal)
Part of the results are attached in Appendix 2. The principal conclusion from these responses is that the use of gears in
acoustic surveys is totally heterogeneous. The wide range of results can be summarised as folIows:

Why fishing ?

• to verify the presence of the target species
• to get data in order to split the back scattered energies into species
• to get length distributions for TS estimates
• to collect biological sampIes

What gears?

• Pelagic trawl (smalI, large, small mesh, big mesh)

• Purse seine
• Bottom trawl
• Long line

What stratcgy ?

• by day
• by night
• both
• with one vessel
• with two vessels (one for acoustics, one for fishing)

3



• by depth layers (only at the surface, only close to the bottom, only aimed at observed schools)
• for the whole water column
• each time the detection type changes
• only for what is supposed to be the target species
• following systematic grids or statistical areas

What is the link between the acoustic energy (integral) and catches ?

• presence or not of the target species
• only to convert the integral into biomass by using appropriate TS
• direct use of the catch partition (standardised in time)
• use only of the proportions in the catches (weighted by local energies and TS) for splitting the acoustic integral
• calculation of a catchability coefficient

• no linkage 7...

Understandably, no-one could propose agIobaI standardised method (except one suggestion to use purse seines at night
only).

4.2 Situation analysis

It appears that the fundamental question is:

"What are the biological targets whic/z have contributed to back scattered energies cumulated along transects ?"

Different methods are used to answer this question which, according to the responses of the questionnaire and to the
Echo-Trace Classification Study Group meeting, are:

• implicit knowledge (by experience)
• school classification based on some catches in an area
• systematic and direct use of catch proportions

No single method is satisfactory as systematic bias may occur duc to subjectivity, gear selectivity, and poor sampling. A
perfeet gear type would be one capable of catching all targets (fish, plankton, mermaids, ...) which contribute to the echo
integral.

•

•

As a conclusion, it seems that there is no ideal gear (exhaustive sampling) which is able to answer the question. For the
time being at least, the gears which are employed are generally those best adapted to the particular situation: Le.,
adapted to the target species (fish only), to the bathymetric configuration, to the team availability. They are not •
necessarily adapted to answer the question.

4.3 Future approach

Questions seem to be numerous and may be classified in different types:

4.3.1 Which gear and which strategy

o which is the best gear according to the many different conditions 7
o what would be the best fishing strategy along a transect and in an area 7
o what would be the best strategy when performing the fishing operation; i.e., with a pelagic trawl, is it better to try to

fish in the whole water column or to do several hauls in different layer 7

4.3.2 How to measure and take into account bias in catches

Q how to take into account the evident avoidance of some schools; e.g., with lateral sonar
o how to calculate the variability of identification?
Q how to calculate a catchability coeflicient 7

4
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4.3.3 lIow to combinc acoustic data and catch data

o how to use the results when only one gear type is used ?
o how to use the results when different gear types are used (for instance pelagic and bottom trawls, or even plankton

nets) in the same area ?
o how to combine different sources of information: catches from different gears (bollom, pelagic, hooks...),

commercial catches, echotrace classification, etc. ?

4.3.4 What technological progress we can expect

o Are there any teehnical solutions to build "non selective" gear ? (FTFB have worked for sueh a long time on "how to
progress in selectivity" that they have probably good ideas on "how to do the contrary !")

o whieh measurements are essential to get bias cocffieients
o It is necessary to define what could be the priority in the future, for instance:
o what would be easier to solve as a first step ?
o is it necessary to standanJise some elements (gears, strategies, calculation) or what is necessary to take care as soon

as possible during our future surveys ?
o whieh data might be colleeted as soon as possible by most of us to be able to progress?

As it seems that a lot of people are conscious of these problems and that acoustic data are more and more taken into
• account for assessment purposes or others, it appears that this session is the right place to tackle this topie.

The association of technologists, biologists and acousticians is essential to progress on this field.

4.4 Conclusion

It is impossible to solve the above four points, during the Joint Session as it is too short for such a complex and huge
problem. The most effieient way could be the creation of a Study Group in the near future. As catehes are generally
used to allocate species to acoustic energies, a preliminary approach is proposed with the following topie:

"Wlziclz data can he made amilahle Jrom and during a fislzing operation in order to compute a
coeJficient ahle to measure Izow these samples are representati~'e oJtlze hiological communities ?"

5 DISCUSSION

•
According to the results documented by the questionnaire, a general discussion was condueted and the group agreed
that, for the time being at least, a definitive answer to the question posed in section 4.4, above, would be difficult to
obtain. This is primarily due to the wide variety of trawling strategies and surveying conditions already described. The
complex nature of individual trawling operations, which are so in tune with the particular circumstances, render any
standard procedure almost obsolete. With regard to trawl representativity, the subject of whole gear selectivity was
discussed. This alone is still an ambitious task, and furthermore during an acoustic survey the effect of the ship would
have to be included as weil as subjective parameters such as the skill and experience of the fishing master. However, a
number of technological advances were mentioned which could provide information which may be usefu\. These
included fish school tracking techniques with sonar and trawl monitoring systems and multiple opening and closing nets
(CSIRO for cxample opcratc a fivc cod-end pelagic trawl). A simple statistic that eould be eonsidered is a eheck on
whether what was caught by the trawl was that which was expected from the acoustie trace; this would then define areas
where the problem is most prevalent. Further consideration of the topie is required and the group agreed to foeus on
aspects of fish behaviour that may affect trawling operations during surveys.

6 JOINT SESSION RECOl\lMENDATIONS

The WGFAST and WGFTFB Joint Session made the following recommendations:

1. The WGFAST and WGFTFB Joint Session should meet in St lohns, Canada on Wednesday 21 April 1999 to:

a) consider the reviews given by invited key note speakers on the problems relaled to fish bchaviour in fisheries
research surveys;

b) consider a synlhesis of behavioural studies carried out by FAST and FTFß;

5



c) consider the creation of a study group on the effects of fish behaviour on sampling methods of fisheries
surveys.

Justification:

a) Members of the joint session agreed that the problems associated with fish behaviour in relation to trawling
operations provided significant concern to merit further discussion on this specific topic. This discussion should
be focused by a review carried out by a suitably qualified person, candidates for which were identified. These
candidates will be approached over the course of the next year to secure at least one speaker at the meeting. The
speaker will be provided with the results of the questionnaire and will focus the review appropriately.

b) Both the FAST and the FTFB working groups recommended review of specific behavioural studies for the next
meeting. As most members will attend one or the other of these meetings next year, it was considered important
that neither group should miss out on the presentations of these reviews. The joint session is therefore ideal for
the presentation to both groups of these reviews.

c) The results of the steering group which considered the use of trawl gears in acoustic surveys were discussed at
the current meeting. It was considered that further knowledge was required on the more important aspects of what
is considered a very diverse problem. This knowledge may be gained over the course of the next year by which
time the group may feel the need for a specific study group to address certain aspects which are considered
feasible. •7 CLOSURE

The chairman thanked the staff of the Instituto Espafiol de Oceanograffa, La Corufia, for their hospitality, and members
of the Working Group and Study Groups for their efforts and contributions.

8 PARTICIPANT LIST

See Appendix 1
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APPENDIX 1- PARTICIPANT LIST

NAME COUNTRY INSTITUTE TEUFAX E-MAIL ADDRESS

ANDERSSm-lllans G. Sweden FlV 46317430444 hansg.andcrsson@fiskev.se

ARRHENIUS Fredrik Sweden lMR. Lysekil 46523 13977 Larrhcnius@iMrsc

BARANGE Manuel South Africa SFRl. Cape Town 2721217406 mbarangc@sfri.wcapc.gov.za

CARRERA Pablo Spain lEO. La Coruiia 3481205362 pablo.carrera@co.ico.cs

faxl34 81 229077

DAHM Erdmann Germany BFAFI 49 40 38 90 52 64 erdmann.dahm@mctronct.dc

DEMER David U.S.A. SWFSC 1 6195465608 ddcmcr@ucsd.cdu

DINERNoel Franee lFREMER. Brest 33 2 98 22 41 77 nocl.dincr@ifrcmcr.fr

faxl33 2982241 35

ENGAS Arill Nor...ay lMR. Bergen 4755206830 arill.cngaas@iMrno

FERNANDES Paul United Marine Lab.• Aberdcen 44 1 224 876 544 fernandcspg@marlab.ac.uk
Kingdom

faxl44 1 224295511

ONTEYNE Ronald Belgium SEA FlSII DEPT. 3259330629 rfontcync@unicall.be
Ooslende

GEOFFAmold United CEFAS. Lowestoft 44 15 02 52 45 II g.p.arnold@ccfas.co.uk
Kingdom

GERLOTTO Fran~ois Franee Orstom. Monlpellicr 3346741 9400 gerlotto@orstom.fr

faxl33 4 67 41 94 30

GOSSCathy United BAS 44 12 23 36 26 16 cg@bas.ac.uk
Kingdom

HUSE Ingvar Nor...ay lMR,Bergen 4755236830 Ingvar.husc@iMmo

JÖRGENSEN Terje Nor...ay lMR. Bergen 4755236830 terjcj@iMrno

KLOSER Rudy Austratia CSlRO, Bobart 61362325000 rudy.kloscr@marinc.csiro.au

LIORZOU Bemard Franee lFREMER, Sete 33 4 67 74 70 90 bliorzou@ifrcmer.fr

LOKKEBORG Svein Norway lMR 4755236830 svcin/@iMrno

LUNDGRENBo Denmark D1FRES 4533963260 bl@dfu.min.dk

LUNNERYL Sven G. Sweden lCR 4652668607 s.-g Lunncryl@tmbl.qu.se

ACLENNAN David United Marine Lab., Aberdcen 44 1 224 876 544 maclcnnan@marlab.ac.uk
Kingdom

faxl44 I 224 295 511

MARQUES Vilor Portugal lPlMAR 35101301 6361 vmarqucs@ipimar.pt

MCCALLHOM Barry Canada DFOINWAFC 1 709772 4915 mccallom@Athcna.nwafc.nf.ca

MCQUINNlan Canada lML 4187750627 mcquinni@dfo-mpo.gc.ca

MITSONRon United ACOUSTEC 441502730274 acoustcc@compuscrvc.com
Kingdom

NICOLAYSEN Bans Norway SlMRAD 4733042987 hans.nicolayscn@simrad.no

ONAEgil . Norway lMR, Bergen 4755238531 egil.ona@iMmo

PORTEIRO Carmela Spain lEO. Vigo 3486492351 carmcla.porteiro@vi.ico.es

PRIOUR Daniel Franee lFREMER. Bresi 33298224181 daniel.priour@ifrcmcr.fr

faxl33 2 98 22 41 35

SCALAßRIN Carla France lFREMER. Sele 33467 747090 carla.scalabrin@ifrcmer.fr

SMITH Chris South Afriea SFRI. Cape Town 2721217406 jcsmith@sfri.wcapc.gov.za
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NAME COUNTRY INSTITlITE TEUFAX E-MAIL ADDRESS

STEWART Peler United Marine Lab., Aberdeen fax/44 1 224295511 stewartpeter@marlab.ac.uk
Kingdom

TRAYNORJim U.S.A. AFSC, Sealtle 1 2065266723 Jim.Traynor@noaa.gov

VAN MARLEN Bob Nethulands RIVO-DLO 31 255 56 46 44 b.vanmarlen@rivo.dlo.nl

WAHLBERG Magnus Sweden ICR 4631691109 magwah@dd.chalmers.s

WEST Charles W. USA. NMFSINWFSX 1 2068605619 bill.west@noaa.gov

fax: 1 206 860 33 94

WESTERBERG H. Sweden ICR 4631697822 h.westerberg@fiskeriverket.se

WILSON Chris USA. NMFS/AFSC. Seaule 1 20652661 23 Chris.Wilson@noaa.gov

,
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APPENDIX 2 - GEAR TYPES AND USE

Institutions Gear type Gearname Vertical net Mesh size Control system Why When How Use ofdata
opening

ORSTOM Pelagic trawl Identification of species Opportunistic Separate schools Species identitication

FRANCE
and size

Day and night
(day) dense

TS/size relation shiplayers (night)

AFSC Pelagic trawl Aleutian Wings 25 m 3.25 m to Net-sonde Species identification Opportunistic Spccific To share encrgics

USA
30/26

89 mm in the Video display Collccting biological Day and Night
aggregations

to have a beuer use ofTS

Pelagic trawl 2.27m
codend

Depth sensor
data Separate schools relationship

Method trawl 2*3 mm to I
Micro

Demographic structure
mm in the

Pelagic trawl 4m codend bathythermograph

Marinovich 7.6trawl cm to

BOllom trawl 9m 0.32 cm in the
codend

Polyethylene 13 cm to 89
BOllom trawl Nor'eastern mrn in the

high-opening codend
bouom trawl 3.5 m

83/112 boltom
trawl 10.2 cm to 3.2

cm in the
codend

IMR Pelagic trawl Fotö pe1agic 14.2m 1.6 m to 18-20 Depth sensor Species identification Systematic Appropriate Species identification, size and

SWEDEN
trawl (1988- mm stretch and proportion

Night and day
depth layer year c1asses

1996), mcsh in thc
codend Length, weight and agc

Makro 4 pelagic measurements
trawl (1997-)

INRA Pelagic trawl beam trawl 3m 30m t05 mm Bathymetric Spccies identification, Opportunistic Only on specific TS/size relationships

FRANCE
in the codcnd profiler collecting biological

Night
aggregations

Ecological studiesdata, IcnglhITS
relationship
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Institutions Geartype Gearname Vertical net Meshsize Control system Why When How Use ofdata
opening

MLA Pelagic trawl PTl60 25m 90 cm to 36 Scanning netsonde Allocation of echo Opportunistic Specific Assign echo-integrals from

UK
mm codend traces to spccies and/or

Day and Night
aggregations, specific schools to species.

mixtures
Separate schools Integrals between species

Collection of biological
Provision of length-frequencydata
data

Length, weight, sex,
TS/size relationshipsmaturity and age

measurements Ecological studies

IML Purse seine Commercial Stock identification and Opportunistic Allocate backscatter to stocks

CANADA
purse seiners size composition

Night

IFREMER Pelagic trawl 76170 22m 8000mm netsonde allocation of echotraces opportunistic global water allocation back scattered

FRANCE IOmm in PACHA
to species (generally

each time
column where energies to species according to

codend
mixtures

aggregation
detections are catch proportions weighted by

Pelagic trawl Scanmar present,OR energy around haut and specific
biological communities structure or stratified target strength (from length)

PTGMl58E 17m mapping transect successive hauls (Masse & Retiere 1995 - ALR)
8000mm

netsonde Collection of biological
changes when structures

IOmm in data are stratified
Bottom codend
Trawls Length (for TS/relation

GOV 5 - 6 m ship), weight, sex,

4FF176 7m maturity and age
measurements

IEO Pelagic trawl 76170 22m 8000mm netsonde Fish spccies opportunistic spccific echo allocation

SPAIN IOmmin PACHA
identification

Day
aggregation

Bottom
Trawls

GOV 5 -6 m
codend

Scanmar
length distribution separate schools

IPIMAR Pelagic trawl 8·lOm 100mm netsonde Fish species opportunistic specific species identification

PORTUGAL Bottom 4mmin
identification

Day
aggregation

TS/size and split beam energies.
Trawls codend Biological data separate schools

length distribution

T.S. analysis split beam
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